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Abstract
When adults view very realistic humanoid robots or computer avatars they often exhibit an
aversion to them. This phenomenon, known as the “uncanny valley”, is assumed to be
evolutionary in origin, perhaps tapping into modules for disgust or attractiveness that detect
violations of our normal expectations regarding social signals. Here, we test an alternative
hypothesis that the uncanny valley is developmental in origin and, thus, that specific early
experience with real human faces leads to its eventual emergence. To test this idea, we measured
visual preferences in response to all possible pairs of a human face, realistic avatar face, and an
unrealistic avatar face in groups of 6-, 8-, 10-, and 12-month-old infants. Consistent with the
developmental hypothesis, we found that the uncanny valley effect emerges at 12 months of age
suggesting that perceptual experience with real human faces is critical to its emergence.

Highly realistic human-looking robots or computer avatars tend to elicit negative feelings in
humans (MacDorman, Green, Ho, & Koch, 2009; Mori, 1970; Seyama & Nagayama, 2007).
Mori (1970) named this perceptual effect the “uncanny valley” (Figure 1). Although many
human-looking robots and computer avatars bear a striking resemblance to the real human
face, they are nearly always slightly imperfect and detection of these imperfections produces
the uncanny feeling in observers. The effects of two kinds of imperfection – large eyes and
skin texture - have been investigated in adults. These two types of imperfections induce an
uncanny feeling and the two features interact with one another. For example, human-like
avatar faces that have atypically large eyes tend to elicit feelings of unpleasantness (Seyama
& Nagayama, 2007). Likewise, computer-generated faces with unrealistic skin textures tend
to be seen as “more eerie” than computer-generated faces with photorealistic skin textures.
When, however, faces with unrealistic skin textures are combined with disproportionately
sized eyes, subjects find such faces to be less disturbing than faces with photorealistic skin
textures and large eyes (MacDorman, et al., 2009).

It is assumed that the negative feelings that avatars elicit are caused by a conflict. On the one
hand, avatars are assumed to elicit the concept of ‘human’. On the other, avatars are
assumed to fail to live up to the concept of human because one or more character traits (e.g.,
eye size or skin texture) fall outside the spectrum of everyday social experience. Most
hypotheses regarding the mechanisms and origins of the uncanny valley suggest that it is
based on an evolved “module” for disgust or attractiveness (MacDorman, et al., 2009).
Indeed, the evolutionary hypothesis is supported by comparative studies showing that adult
macaque monkeys also exhibit the uncanny valley in that they look less at realistic monkey
avatars than at real monkey faces or unrealistic monkey avatars (Steckenfinger & Ghazanfar,
2009). The fact that monkeys exhibit the uncanny valley effect suggests that whatever
mechanism induces this effect, it is probably shared by the common ancestor of Old World
monkeys (or at least, macaques) and humans.
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Although the evolutionary hypothesis is reasonable, the mechanism need not be a specific
module for this or that facial feature. It is more likely that developmental and evolutionary
mechanisms, working hand-in-hand, have led to the emergence of this phenomenon. More
specifically, the evolved mechanism could be a developmental manifold shared by both
monkeys and humans (Steckenfinger & Ghazanfar, 2009). If that is the case, then it is
possible that the proximal cause of the uncanny valley effect is the early and highly selective
perceptual experience that species have with faces of their own species as opposed to the
faces of other species. In humans, this experience consists of massive exposure to human
faces from birth onwards, whereas in monkeys this experience consists of massive exposure
to monkey faces. This highly selective exposure to conspecific faces presumably biases
infant learning toward the conspecific face prototype. Once infants learn the prototype, they
presumably acquire sufficient perceptual expertise to detect the slight anomalies inherent in
realistic but imperfect avatar faces and begin to exhibit the uncanny valley effect. If our
developmental hypothesis is correct then the study of human infant responses to human-like
avatar faces provides a unique way to gain better insight into the effects of early experience
on perceptual development as well as into the relationship between development and
evolution.

The possibility that the uncanny valley of perception has developmental roots is reasonable
on both theoretical and empirical grounds. On theoretical grounds, it is now well-accepted
that early perceptual development depends greatly on experience, that this involves learning
and differentiation, and that the end result of this process is the emergence of perceptual
expertise (Gibson, 1969; Gottlieb, 1991; Nelson, 2001; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Werner,
1973). Thus, it would not be surprising if the uncanny valley of perception were a product of
early developmental processes. On empirical grounds, a large body of evidence has now
clearly documented that experience plays a central role in the development of perceptual
skills. This body of research has shown that infants perceive faces, voices, and their
combination from an early age, that these perceptual abilities are relatively crude at the start
of life, and that they improve rapidly during the first year of life (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar,
2009; Pascalis & Kelly, 2009; Scott, Pascalis, & Nelson, 2007; Simion, Leo, Turati,
Valenza, & Dalla Barba, 2007; Werker & Tees, 2005). Moreover, this body of evidence has
demonstrated that as perceptual abilities improve with development, infants become
increasingly better at extracting more complex features from their perceptual array and, at
the same time, that experience fine-tunes and narrows their responsiveness to just those
stimulus features that are most frequent in their normal ecology. For example, starting at
birth, infants exhibit preferences for face-like patterns and their specific configuration.
These preferences are characterized by longer looking at visual patterns whose internal
elements are arranged in a top-heavy configuration (i.e., two blobs at the top and a single
blob below) than at patterns whose internal elements are inverted (Cassia, Turati, & Simion,
2004; Turati, Simion, Milani, & Umiltà, 2002; Valenza, Simion, Cassia, & Umiltà, 1996).
Importantly, however, newborns prefer these kinds of top-heavy face-like patterns
regardless of whether such patterns represent real human faces or static geometric versions
of real faces. This indicates that newborns are not selective with respect to the particular
features that contribute to face-like patterns and, thus, that they are broadly rather than
specifically tuned to perceptual input.

The sort of broad tuning that newborn infants exhibit in response to face-like patterns has
been found in many other studies, suggesting that it actually reflects a domain-general
aspect of perceptual development. These other studies have shown that young infants are not
only broadly tuned to faces (Pascalis, Haan, & Nelson, 2002) but to speech (Werker & Tees,
1984) and music (Hannon & Trehub, 2005) and that this broad tuning also characterizes
young infants’ response to face-voice relations (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2006; Pons,
Lewkowicz, Soto-Faraco, & Sebastián-Gallés, 2009). In addition, these studies have shown
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that the initial broad tuning narrows during the first year of life in a seemingly paradoxical
way in that as infants acquire perceptual experience, and as they learn to detect increasingly
finer perceptual structure, they stop responding to some of the perceptual features that they
respond to earlier in life. For example, studies of infant response to native and non-native
faces have found that whereas 6-month-old infants can discriminate different human and
different monkey faces, 9-month-old infants can only discriminate human faces (Pascalis, et
al., 2002). Similarly, studies of the other-race effect - where adults have difficulty
discriminating the faces of other races (Chiroro & Valentine, 1995) - have found that young
infants can discriminate the faces of different races but that older infants only discriminate
the faces of their own race (Kelly, et al., 2005; Kelly, et al., 2007; Kelly, et al., 2009;
Sangrigoli & de Schonen, 2004).

There is direct support for the conclusion that the various perceptual narrowing effects found
in infancy are due to the specific early experience that infants acquire as they grow. The
other-race effect, for example, can be reversed by exposing children to other-race faces at a
time when they normally are not exposed to such faces (Sangrigoli, Pallier, Argenti,
Ventureyra, & de Schonen, 2005). Similarly, the narrowing of responsiveness to the faces of
other species can be prevented in infancy if infants are given extra exposure to non-native
faces during the period when the narrowing process is known to begin (Pascalis, et al., 2005;
Scott & Monesson, 2009). Finally, it has been found that narrowing of visual speech
perception – watching the mouth utter silent speech - occurs in monolingual infants but not
in bilingual infants, suggesting that continued exposure to both target languages maintains
responsiveness to both of them (Weikum, et al., 2007).

Although perceptual narrowing reduces the range of stimulus features that infants respond
to, it also leads to the emergence of perceptual expertise for the stimulus features that are
part of the infant’s native ecology. As a result, older infants become capable of detecting
more complex and finer stimulus structure. This general developmental trend is illustrated
by a variety of findings. For instance, 5-month-old infants do not discriminate audiovisual
affect (i.e., sad from happy) but 7-month-olds do (Caron, Caron, & MacLean, 1988), 5-
month-old infants do not exhibit matching of visual and audible affect but 7-month-old
infants do (Walker-Andrews, 1986), and 4-month-old infants do not perceive audiovisual
gender information but 8-month-olds do (Patterson & Werker, 2002).

It is now clear that the emergence of perceptual expertise is the result of the complimentary
processes of perceptual narrowing, on the one hand, and improving perceptual detection
skills on the other. If that is the case, and if the uncanny valley effect depends on the ability
to detect relatively subtle imperfections, then it is highly likely that this effect is a
developmental phenomenon. Moreover, given that most of the perceptual narrowing effects
and the concurrent emergence of perceptual expertise becomes most evident in the latter half
of the first year of life, it is also likely that the uncanny valley effect emerges during this
period. If this hypothesis is correct, then infants should begin to detect the subtle differences
that differentiate human faces from realistic but imperfect avatar faces and, as a result,
should exhibit preferences consistent with the uncanny valley by the end of the first year of
life.

To test our prediction, we investigated 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-month-old infants’ visual
preferences for human, realistic avatar, and uncanny avatar (realistic but imperfect avatar)
faces. We did so by conducting three experiments across which we presented all possible
pairs of these three types of faces (Figure 2). In Experiment 1, we paired the uncanny avatar
face with the human face and, based on our developmental hypothesis, we expected that that
the youngest infants would, at a minimum, not look less at the uncanny avatar face but that
the oldest infants might look longer at the human face. Given that the most obvious
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imperfection that distinguished the uncanny avatar from the human face was the
disproportionate size of the eyes in the avatar face, in Experiment 2 we paired the uncanny
avatar face with its large eyes with a realistic avatar face that had normally sized eyes. If
infants were sensitive to eye size then we expected them to look for different amounts of
time at these two avatars. Finally, if infants’ response in Experiment 1 was based on eye size
and not on how closely the faces resembled the human prototype, infants would not be
expected to distinguish between a human face and an avatar face with normally sized eyes
(Experiment 3).

General Method
Participants—We tested a total of 96 infants for the three experiments. This consisted of
separate groups of 24 mostly Caucasian infants, each, at six months (mean age = 26 wks, SD
= 0.8 wks; 12 boys), eight months (mean age = 34.3 wks, SD = 0.6 wks; 12 boys), 10
months (mean age = 43.2 wks, SD = 0.6 wks; 12 boys), and 12 months (mean age = 52.3
wks, SD = 1.3 wks; 14 boys). Each group of 24 infants at the four ages, respectively,
consisted of separate cohorts of eight infants and each of these cohorts was tested in one of
the three experiments (the exception to this was that eight of the 96 infants were tested in
two different experiments across different ages). The data from an additional 10 infants were
not included because of fussing (6), technical difficulties (1), or prior ear infection or low
birth-weight (3). Infants were full-term and healthy and were recruited from local birth
records.

Materials and procedure—The majority of the infants tested were seated in an infant
seat at a distance of approximately 50 cm from the computer monitors on which they could
see the stimuli. The few infants who were fussy were tested on the parent’s lap and the
parents were not aware of the hypothesis under test. Infants were given two 30 s paired-
preference trials during which they viewed pairs of video clips on two 17 inch side-by-side
computer monitors. The video clips showed a human face, realistic avatar face, or an
uncanny avatar face uttering the syllable /ba/ silently every 2–3 s. All the stimuli were
dynamically identical, meaning that neither the eyes nor the eyebrows moved, nor was there
blinking or smiling. We chose dynamic faces because Mori (1970) predicted that movement
accentuates the uncanny valley effect and because infants respond more to moving than
static faces (Wilcox & Clayton, 1968).

Each cohort of eight infants/age was divided into two groups. Figure 2 depicts single frames
of the specific face-pairs that we presented to each of the two groups across the three
different experiments, respectively. As can be seen, two different human faces as well as
two different avatar sets were presented. The avatar stimuli were produced using Poser Pro
(Smith Micro Software, Inc., Aliso Viejo, CA) and exported as videos (30 frames/s). To
produce the uncanny version of each of the avatar faces, we adopted the same approach as in
the Seyama and Nagayama (2007) and the MacDorman et. al. (2009) studies and scaled up
the eyes in size to 150%. Both Seyama and Nagayama (2007) and MacDorman et. al. (2009)
found that this manipulation induced the uncanny valley effect in adult humans when
combined with an otherwise realistic avatar face. The side on which the specific member of
the pair was presented was counterbalanced across the two test trials. A closed-circuit
camera, positioned between the two monitors, recorded visual fixations that were later coded
by trained observers who were blind to the testing conditions. Inter-observer reliability,
computed on a sample of randomly chosen subjects by computing the degree of agreement
on the total duration of looking to each side was 99%.
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EXPERIMENT 1
Adults find an uncanny looking face (i.e., with abnormally large eyes) more unpleasant to
look at than a realistic face without abnormal features (MacDorman, et al., 2009; Seyama &
Nagayama, 2007). If developmental experience plays no role in the uncanny valley effect
and if it is present early in life then infants might exhibit similar preferences regardless of
their age. Alternatively, if the uncanny valley effect emerges as a function of early
experience then age-related differences would be expected. In particular, the age-related
differences would be expected during the second half of the year when the various
perceptual narrowing effects begin to emerge (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009). To test
these contrasting predictions in this experiment we investigated 6–12 month-old infants’
looking at a human face paired with an uncanny avatar face.

Results & Discussion
To control for age-related differences in the absolute amount of looking, we converted the
raw looking times to proportion-of-total-looking-time (PTLT) scores. To do so, we first
computed the total amount of time each infant spent looking at each face type over the two
test trials and then divided this amount by the total amount of time the infant looked at both
face types. To determine whether responses were affected by the specific set of faces that
were presented to the two groups of infants at each age, we conducted a preliminary analysis
of the data. We entered the PTLT scores into a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA), with
Face Type as a within-subjects factor and Age and Group as between-subjects factors.
Results of this preliminary analysis indicated that the Group factor did not have any effects
and, as a result, we then collapsed the data across the Group factor and ran a new repeated-
measures ANOVA on the PTLT scores, with Face Type as a within-subjects factor and Age
as a between-subjects factor. Results of this analysis indicated that there was a significant
Face Type x Age interaction, F (3, 28) = 6.55, p = .0017; prep = .95, ηp

2 = .41. This
interaction is depicted in Fig. 3A where it can be seen that the proportion of looking at the
two face types switched rather dramatically over the six month age-span. To determine
whether the complimentary nature of the PTLT scores might have influenced the results of
the statistical analysis, we also analyzed the absolute looking time scores from each infant
for the two face types summed over the two test trials. This ANOVA, with Face Type as a
within-subjects factor and Age as a between-subjects factor, yielded a nearly identical result
for the Face Type x Age interaction, F (3, 28) = 6.47, p = .0018.

Based on results from adult studies, we predicted that infants would look longer at the
human face and, thus, we used one-tailed Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests (a p value of less than .
0125 was required for statistical significance) to determine whether looking at the two face
types differed at each age. These tests (based on the PTLT scores) revealed that the 6-
month-old infants exhibited marginally greater looking at the uncanny avatar face than the
human face, t(7) = 2.64, p = .0167 and that the 12-month-old infants exhibited significantly
greater looking at the human face than the uncanny avatar face, t(7) = 3.38, p = .0059.

The results from this experiment provided evidence of a rather dramatic shift in infant
response to uncanny avatar and human faces. This evidence is particularly impressive given
the small number of infants tested per age in this experiment. In addition, it is rather striking
that the preference that we found at six months of age is opposite to what is typically
observed in adult studies (MacDorman, et al., 2009; Seyama & Nagayama, 2007). That is,
the 6-month-old infants preferred the uncanny avatar face over the human face whereas the
12-month-old infants preferred the human face over the uncanny avatar face (please note
that we cannot conclude based on looking times alone that the older infants found the
uncanny avatar “unpleasant”). These findings suggest that the uncanny valley effect is
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absent in the first half of the first year of life and that it begins to emerge gradually during
the second half of the first year.

EXPERIMENT 2
The age-related response differences to the human-uncanny avatar face pair found in
Experiment 1 raise questions about the specific feature(s) that might have mediated
responsiveness. The most obvious feature that renders the uncanny avatar abnormal is the
uncharacteristic size of its eyes. As indicated earlier, unusually large eyes induce an uncanny
feeling in human adults (MacDorman, et al., 2009; Seyama & Nagayama, 2007). As a result,
to determine whether this was the critical feature that caused infants to differentiate between
the two faces in Experiment 1, here we paired the uncanny avatar face with a realistic avatar
face. As Fig. 2 shows, these two faces were identical except for the size of their eyes. If eye
size was the feature that was responsible for the infants’ differential response in Experiment
1 then the infants in this experiment should differentiate between the realistic avatar face
and the uncanny avatar face.

Results & Discussion
As in Experiment 1, we first conducted a preliminary repeated-measures ANOVA on the
PTLT scores to determine whether group membership affected outcome. The results of this
analysis indicated that it did not and, as a result, we collapsed the data across the Group
factor and reanalyzed the PTLT scores by way of a repeated-measures ANOVA, with Face
Type as a within-subjects factor and Age as a between-subjects factor. Consistent with our
prediction, and as can be seen in Fig. 3B, infants looked longer at the realistic avatar face
than at the uncanny avatar face across the 6–12 month age range. This difference was
evident in a significant main effect of Face Type, F (1, 28) = 13.19, p = .0011; prep = .939,
ηp

2 = .32. The ANOVA of the absolute looking time scores also yielded a significant main
effect of Face Type, F (1, 28) = 10.89, p = .0026.

The finding that infants preferred the realistic avatar face shows that they were highly
sensitive to eye size differences and that they preferred the face with eyes that are normal in
size relative to the human face prototype. In addition, the findings from this experiment
indicate unambiguously that the decline in looking at the uncanny avatar face found in
Experiment 1 was due to the disproportionately large eyes in the uncanny avatar rather than
to the synthetic nature of the computer-generated avatar face. Finally, the current findings
are consistent with the results from adult studies showing that adults are highly sensitive to
abnormal facial features and that they find them to be unpleasant (MacDorman, et al., 2009;
Seyama & Nagayama, 2007).

EXPERIMENT 3
The conclusion that it is not the synthetic nature of the face per se and its associated slight
imperfections that caused the 12-month-old infants to look less at the uncanny avatar face in
Experiment 1 is a reasonable one. It should be noted, however, that this conclusion was not
tested directly in Experiment 1. As a result, the purpose of Experiment 3 was to test this
possibility directly by pairing a human face with a realistic avatar face. We expected that,
despite the fact that these two faces differed on a number of dimensions, infants would look
equally at them because the eyes were proportionately correct in each and because this
feature dominated responsiveness.

Results & Discussion
The preliminary ANOVA indicated that the grouping factor did not affect outcome and, as a
result, we collapsed over it and conducted a repeated-measures ANOVA, with Face Type as
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a within-subjects factor and Age as a between-subjects factor. The results of this analysis
indicated that there was no significant difference in looking at the two faces, F (1, 28) =
1.49, n.s. (see Fig. 3C). The ANOVA of the absolute looking time scores also indicated that
there was no significant main effect of Face Type, F (1, 28) = 2.53, n.s. This result confirms
the conclusion that infants were attending primarily to the eyes and that they did not detect
the synthetic nature of the realistic avatar. This, in turn, further supports the main finding
that infants looked less at the uncanny avatar because of its unusually large eyes.

General Discussion
The results of this study are consistent with the hypothesis that the proximal cause of the
uncanny valley is developmental experience. The developmental hypothesis is supported by
the pattern of visual preferences obtained in Experiment 1. For the youngest infants, the
pattern of visual preferences is opposite to the findings reported from studies of adult
humans’ and adult monkeys’ response to uncanny faces. In studies of adult humans, it has
been found that they dislike looking at realistic but uncanny avatars (MacDorman, et al.,
2009; Seyama & Nagayama, 2007). Similarly, in studies of monkeys, it has been found that
they look less at realistic but uncanny synthetic monkey faces than at unrealistic synthetic
monkey faces and real monkey faces (Steckenfinger & Ghazanfar, 2009). In contrast, here
we found that 6-month-old infants exhibited a marginal preference for the uncanny avatar
over the human face and that it was not until 12 months of age that infants began to exhibit a
significant preference for the human face over the uncanny avatar face. This unexpected
developmental shift in preferences, and the relatively late emergence of a pattern of visual
preferences that is consistent with the uncanny valley effect, is a testament to the powerful
effects of early perceptual experience and its central role in shaping perceptual expertise and
the concomitant emergence of a preference for the human face prototype.

Our findings raise interesting questions about the processes underlying the developmental
changes observed here and the ultimate emergence of the uncanny valley. Two
complimentary processes most likely underlie the developmental changes. As noted earlier,
one is perceptual learning and differentiation of increasingly finer stimulus features (Gibson,
1969; Gottlieb, 1991; Nelson, 2001; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Werner, 1973) and the other is
perceptual narrowing (Lewkowicz & Ghazanfar, 2009; Scott, et al., 2007; Werker & Tees,
2005). Together, these two processes contribute to the development of the perceptual
expertise that is required for the perception of subtle facial imperfections. The fact that
infants exhibited a dramatic increase in their looking at the human face relative to their
looking at the uncanny avatar face between six and 12 months of age in Experiment 1 (the
linear trend in looking at the human face over age was highly significant, F (1, 28) = 16.41,
p < .001) suggests that everyday experience with human as opposed to other-kind faces, and
the association of human faces with generally positive consequences, gradually confers
special status on them. As this occurs, and as infants continue to learn about human faces,
they gradually become experts at perceiving increasingly finer facial features. This expertise
is further enhanced by perceptual narrowing which enables infants to deal with a more
restricted range of stimulus attributes that can now be explored in a more detailed manner.
Together, the processes of perceptual learning/differentiation and narrowing provide the
foundation for the emergence of the uncanny valley that has been found in studies of adult
humans and monkeys (MacDorman, et al., 2009; Seyama & Nagayama, 2007; Steckenfinger
& Ghazanfar, 2009).

What makes our findings particularly intriguing is that they clearly demonstrate that the
level of perceptual expertise achieved between six and 12 months of life is sufficient to
distinguish between different types of faces, including differences between synthetic ones,
but that this does not include the ability to detect the relatively subtle features that
distinguish between human faces and synthetic agents. This limitation, particularly at the
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end of the first year of life, is interesting because infants of this age have already become
sufficiently specialized for human faces that they no longer discriminate the faces of other-
species (Pascalis, et al., 2002) and of other races (Bar-Haim, Ziv, Lamy, & Hodes, 2006;
Sangrigoli, et al., 2005). Despite this, however, the expertise achieved by 12 months is
sufficient to allow infants to detect uncanny facial features.

In sum, the pattern of findings from the three experiments in the current study is consistent
with the conclusion that the uncanny valley of perception is the result of early and specific
developmental experience. The product of such experience is a useful behavioral adaptation
because it enables observers to quickly detect anomalies (e.g., disease) and/or the esthetic
value (i.e., beauty) of a face. As a result, it is likely that the uncanny valley was conserved in
evolution via developmental manifolds (Gottlieb, 2002) that recreate the developmental
conditions that render the kinds of preferences reflected in the uncanny valley adaptive
across successive generations. If so, the current findings, together with previous findings
from monkeys (Steckenfinger & Ghazanfar, 2009), demonstrate how behavioral
characteristics that turn out to be adaptive during ontogeny may be reflected in a species’
phylogenetic history (Gottlieb, 1992; Lewkowicz, 2011; Lickliter & Harshaw, 2010).
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Figure 1.
The hypothetical plot of the relationship between degree of realism and response in adults as
proposed by Mori (1970) in his hypothetical uncanny valley of perception.
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Figure 2.
Still images of the three types of faces presented and the specific face-pairings presented in
each experiment, respectively, to each group of infants.
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Figure 3.
Proportion of total looking time (PTLT) accorded to each of the two faces presented in each
experiment as a function of age. Error bars represent the standard errors of the mean. (A)
Experiment 1, (B) Experiment 2, (C) Experiment 3.
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